How do we know a body is dangerous??

Dangerous??

Dangerous??

How do we know anything?
• What is reality?

Social Construction of Reality

Social Construction of Reality 1966

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SqFhd-Igs6w

The problem of “relativity”
• We create a meaning system
• We impose order on the world
• We internalize order through socialization
• BUT meaning/order is able to be changed

Dangerous Bodies
➢The internal body
➢The external body
➢The adorned body

The Internal Body - Menstruation

The Internal Body - Menstruation

The Internal Body - Menstruation

The Internal Body - HIV
• What does someone with HIV look like?

The Internal Body - HIV
• What does someone with HIV look like?

The Internal Body - HIV
• How is HIV transmitted?

The Internal Body - HIV
• The stigma of HIV
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The External Body - Skin Color
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The External Body - Skin Color
• Criminalization: the inability to separate a person from
criminality based on their group identity

• Black skin is the schema that we use to evaluate whether a
person should be criminalized. (Rashawn Ray, University of
Maryland)

The External Body - Skin Color
• Routine Policing - “stop and frisk” - NYC
• In 2015, New Yorkers were stopped by the police 22,939 times.
18,353 were totally innocent (80 percent).
12,223 were black (54 percent).
6,598 were Latino (29 percent).
2,567 were white (11 percent).
• 90% of Black men were innocent
• Profiling  Racial bias
• Creating socially destructive relationships & cycle of distrust

The Adorned Body - Tattoos

youtu.be/Rj9tc5KnHd4

Social Construction of Dangerous Bodies
• We create a meaning system
• We impose order on the world
• We internalize order through socialization
• BUT meaning/order is able to be changed

